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The behavior of dust particles made of different fusion-related materials �Li, Be, B, C, Fe, Mo, or
W� in tokamak plasmas is simulated using the dust transport code DUSTT �A. Pigarov et al., Phys.
Plasmas 12, 122508 �2005��. The dependencies of the characteristic lifetime of dust particles on
plasma parameters are compared for the different dust materials. The dynamics of dust particles in
the tokamak edge plasma is studied and the effects of dust material on the acceleration, heating, and
evaporation/sublimation of particles are analyzed. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2722274�

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, dust has attracted a growing interest as one of
critical issues in the next-step fusion tokamak devices mainly
for safety reasons because dust can enhance the tritium in-
ventory and the risk of explosion at an accidental air or cool-
ant leakage. Dust also can be an important contributor to
impurity contamination of the core and scrape-off-layer
�SOL� plasmas in tokamak fusion devices,1–4 which may in-
crease radiation loss from the plasmas and affect recycling
regimes in the divertor regions. Thus, novel experimental
and theoretical studies1–19 on dust composition; mechanisms
of dust formation; dust thermochemical, electrical, magnetic
and radiative properties; statistical distribution of dust par-
ticles over sizes, shapes, porosity, etc.; and dust transport in
fusion plasma devices have started. For example, mecha-
nisms of carbon dust formation in divertor simulation experi-
ments have been investigated by Ohno et al.15 showing that
the redeposition process of hydrocarbon ions due to pro-
nounced plasma flow is one of the key factors determining
dust growth as well as chemical sputtering. The transport of
carbon dust particles in tokamak edge plasmas has been stud-
ied by Krasheninnikov et al.7 and by Pigarov et al. using the
numerical simulation approach.1–3 In particular, these simu-
lations demonstrated the large mobility of dust particles in
various plasmas, predicted rather deep penetration of dust
particles toward the core plasma in the current tokamaks, and
pointed out the potential importance of dust transport for
plasma performance in the next-step fusion devices. Work on
validation of dust simulation codes against experiments on
fusion devices has begun.5,6

At present, various materials are used for the plasma
facing components �such as chamber wall tiles, divertor
plates, limiters, antennae, etc.� in various fusion devices, in-
cluding tokamaks and stellarators. Different materials �and
combination of materials� are considered in attempt to re-
duce the destruction rate of plasma facing surfaces and to
suppress the contamination of plasma with heavy impurities.
Table I lists the materials used for plasma facing components
�PFC� in different fusion devices around the world and in
ITER.20–39As seen, the commonly used materials are Be, C,
Fe, Mo, and W. The choice of material in current devices is
typically governed by specific thermochemical characteris-
tics in hydrogen plasma environment, cost, and suitable con-
struction properties as well as by plasma performance con-
siderations. Note that boron was widely used in recent fusion
plasma experiments as the restorable coating of PFCs. All
these elements are found to form the dust particles collected
and analyzed from the interiors of tokamaks16 and
stellarators.17 Lithium is considered as one of basic materials
in the liquid first wall concept.40,41

Injection of dust particles has been proposed as a tool for
plasma diagnostics. In Ref. 18, a hypervelocity dust beam
injector was considered for internal magnetic field mapping
and various materials were suggested �Li, Al, and C�. The
model for calculating the penetration of a hypervelocity dust
beam into the plasma including dust charging and heating by
plasma was recently developed in Ref. 19. The analysis
based on a high-speed multiview camera system can be used
for plasma flow measurements in the scrape-off layer and
divertor regions of tokamaks.

Various characteristics of materials listed in Table I, such
as phase transition temperatures, specific-heat capacity, and
chemical, optical, magnetic, and electrical properties, can af-
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fect the dynamics of dust particles in tokamak plasmas.
While the dynamics of dust particles1–7 and statistically av-
eraged macroscopic dust profiles2,3 in tokamak plasmas are
intensively studied for carbon, the behavior of dust consist-
ing of other fusion-related materials or of a combination of
materials remains unexplored.

In this paper, we consider the behavior of dust particles
consisting of major fusion materials �namely Li, Be, B, C,
Fe, Mo, and W� in the tokamak plasmas by using numerical
simulations with the dust transport code DUSTT.1 The DUSTT

physical model modified to simulate different materials will
be discussed in Sec. II. In this section, we also compare some
thermochemical properties of the listed materials. In Sec. III,
the temporal evolution of dust temperature and mass is simu-
lated for the dust particle in the uniform plasma with param-
eters typical for tokamak divertors. The dependencies of dust
survival time on plasma parameters are presented for differ-
ent dust materials. The comparative analysis of dust lifetimes
will be given. In Sec. IV, we study the dynamics of dust
particles for different materials in the edge plasma of the
DIII-D tokamak. The effect of dust material on the accelera-
tion, heating, and evaporation/sublimation of dust particles
will be analyzed. Conclusions will be given in Sec. V.

II. MODELING OF DUST TRANSPORT FOR DIFFERENT
MATERIALS WITH THE MODIFIED DUSTT CODE

A. Governing equations of dust transport
for different material

The dynamics of dust in fusion devices is strongly
coupled with thermochemical, electrical, and optical proper-
ties of dust particle material. These properties govern the
heating, charging, erosion, and evaporation/sublimation of

dust particles in plasmas. The mass of the dust particle also
strongly affects the acceleration by the drag force due to dust
collisions with plasma ions.

In calculations of dust lifetimes in plasma and in mod-
eling of dust trajectories, we use the DUSTT code.1 At present,
DUSTT takes into account the dust charging due to absorption
and neutralization of plasma particles incident on the dust
surface as well as the thermionic and secondary electron
emission from the surface. The code simulates the ablation of
dust particles due to thermal evaporation/sublimation and
various sputtering processes.2 �Note, the DUSTT code is mul-
tispecies; it includes processes of backscattering, absorption,
and capture of various atomic particles on the dust surface,
so that, in modeling, dust particles can grow from net depo-
sition in the impure low-temperature plasmas.2� The calcu-
lated heat balance of dust includes heating by plasma par-
ticles and cooling due to thermal radiation, electron
emission, and ablation. The DUSTT code solves a system of
coupled equations for the temporal evolution of temperature,
charge, mass, and the trajectory of dust particles in the real-
istic geometry and plasma conditions of tokamaks. The pro-
files of multispecies plasma and neutral gas in the tokamak
edge plasmas were simulated with the transport code
UEDGE

42 under assumptions that cross-field plasma transport
is anomalous, diffusive/convective, and ballooning-like.43,44

In UEDGE modeling, anomalous transport coefficients were
adjusted to match experimental profile data on tokamaks.43,44

In the present paper, we describe further modifications of
the DUSTT code to treat the behavior of dust particles of
different materials including transitions between the phase
states and the temperature-dependent thermochemical prop-
erties �the sputtering yields, saturated vapor pressure,
specific-heat capacity, and latent heats of melting and evapo-
ration�, as well as the physical parameters of different mate-
rials, such as the work function, the coefficient of secondary
electron emission, complex dielectric function, etc. The
modified DUSTT code solves the following equations to simu-
late dust transport with solid-liquid phase transition. Equa-
tion of motion:

Md
dvd

dt
= �if�Fc + Fo� + �afFa − eZdE + Mdg . �1�

Energy equation:

d

dt
�MdcpdTd� = Ph − Pc �Td � Tm − �T,Tm + �T � Td� ,

�2�

d

dt
�MdHm��� = Ph − Pc �Tm − �T � Td � Tm + �T� .

�3�

Mass equation:

dMd

dt
= 4�rd

2mimp��imp,in − �imp,out� . �4�

Here Md is the mass of dust particle �= 4
3�rd

3�d, �d is the mass
density of the dust material�, vd is the velocity of the dust

TABLE I. Materials used for plasma facing wall and divertor/limiter in
fusion devices �Refs. 20–22�.

Device
Plasma facing

material Divertor/Limiter References

Alcator C-Mod Mo Mo 23

ASDEX SUS C, W 24

DIII-D Graphite ATJ graphite 25

EXTRAP-T2R SUS Mo 26

HT-7U SUS Graphite 27

�ITER Be C, W 28

JET C, Be 29

JT-60U Graphite CFC 30

LHD SUS316 Graphite 31

MST Aluminum 10% graphite coverage 32

NSTX Graphite Graphite 33

TORE SUPRA SUS W 34

TPE-RX SUS316L Mo 35

TRIAM-1M SUS304L Mo 36

TJ-II SUS Graphite 37

W7AS SUS/Cu Graphite 38

W7X Boron carbide Graphite 39
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particle, Fc is the drag force due to direct ion collection by
the dust particle, Fo is the orbital drag force due to ion scat-
tering by the dust particle, Fa is the friction force on the dust
particle by neutral atoms, e is the elementary charge, Zd is
the charge number of the dust particle, E is the electric field,
g is the acceleration by the gravity, and �if and �af are the
coefficients describing the uncertainty in force values arising
from the dust particle shape. In Eqs. �2� and �3�, cpd�T� is the
specific-heat capacity of the material of the dust particle, Td

is the temperature of the dust particle, �� is the liquid mass
fraction of the dust particle, Hm is the latent heat of melting,
Tm is the melting temperature of the dust, �T is the tempera-
ture range in which dust melting occurs ��T�Tm, it is in-
troduced for robust implementation of melting and crystalli-
zation conditions in the DUSTT code�, Ph is the total heating
power onto the dust, and Pc is the total cooling power. In Eq.
�4�, rd is the radius of the dust particle, mimp is the mass of
dust material atom, �imp,out is the flux from the dust due to
ablation, and �imp,in is the adsorbed impurity atom and ion
flux onto the dust from the plasma. The main modification in
the DUSTT code is the implementation of the melting and
crystallization phenomena, as is described by Eq. �3�, that is
solved, respectively, for positive and negative values of the
right-hand side of the equation.

The basic simplified assumptions used in DUSTT are as
follows: �i� the dust particle is spherical and it is comprised
of uniform matter; �ii� the dust particle is composed of the
single material denoted by the corresponding symbol from
the periodic table of chemical elements, �iii� thermochemical
properties of the dust particle are the same as the properties
of material from which this particle is comprised, and �iv�
temperature distribution is uniform inside the particle.

The assumption �iv� is valid because the characteristic
time for heat conduction inside the dust particle, 	cond

=rd
2�dcp /
d, where 
d is the thermal conductivity of the dust

material, can be estimated to be less than �10−7 s for rd

=1.0 �m for any material considered in this paper. This time
is several orders of magnitude smaller than the typical dust
transport time �10−3 s. In addition, in this case the travel
distance of the dust particle vd	cond for a typical velocity vd

of 100 m/s is only 10−3 cm, so that the particle almost stays
in place in 	cond. Thus, we can assume the uniform tempera-
ture distribution inside the dust particle.

The dust particle can lose its mass due to various pro-
cesses. The DUSTT code model includes the physical and
chemical sputtering by ions and atoms, the radiation en-
hanced sublimation �RES�, and the thermal evaporation/
sublimation in the dust mass equation �4� as follows:

�imp,out = �ps + �cs + �RES + �evap, �5�

where �ps, �cs, �RES, and �evap are the ejected fluxes of at-
oms from a dust particle due to the physical sputtering, the
chemical sputtering, RES, and the thermal evaporation/
sublimation, respectively. We used semiempirical expres-
sions to describe the dependence of reflection coefficients
and physical and chemical sputtering yields on incident en-
ergy and angles for different projectile particles and target
materials and target temperatures.45–47 The reflection and
sputtering data were numerically averaged over the Max-

wellian velocity distribution function of plasma projectile
particles. For RES, we have implemented the expressions
obtained from adatom evaporation theory fitting the experi-
mental data.48,49

The total heating power Ph taken into account in the
DUSTT code includes the kinetic energy transfer due to colli-
sions with ions, Pkin,i, neutral atoms, Pkin,a, and electrons,
Pkin,e, and the potential energy transfer from collisions with
ions Ppot as

Ph = Pkin,i + Pkin,a + Pkin,e + Ppot. �6�

On the other hand, the total cooling power Pc is composed of
the thermal radiation power �Prad�, the total kinetic power of
ejected atoms, molecules, and clusters due to the physical
�Pps� and chemical �Pcs� sputtering, RES �PRES�, the thermal
sublimation/evaporation �Pevap�, and the power of electrons
�Pe−emit� due to secondary and thermionic electron emission,

Pc = Prad + Pps + Pcs + PRES + Pevap + Pe−emit. �7�

The details for modeling of the above terms can be found in
Refs. 1 and 3. It is important to note that DUSTT takes into
account the reduction of thermal radiation from dust par-
ticles, the size of which is smaller than the emission wave-
length, as described in Ref. 3. In addition, the DUSTT code
also solves the equilibrium relation for electric current to
obtain the floating potential and the charge number of the
dust,

�e = �i + �e
TE + �e

SEE, �8�

where �e and �i are the electron and ion fluxes, respectively,
�e

TE is the thermionic electron emission flux, and �e
SEE is the

secondary electron emission flux. The plasma particle ��e

and �i� and heat �Pkin,i, Pkin,a, Pkin,e, and Ppot� fluxes are
obtained according to the orbital motion limited �OML�
theory,50 and the summary of formulas used in DUSTT is
given in Ref. 3. The secondary electron emission yield de-
pends on the energy and angles of incident plasma electrons
and �e

SEE was calculated by its averaging over the velocity
distribution function. The secondary and thermionic electron
emission fluxes for a positively charged dust particle were
modified according to Ref. 51 to include the contribution of
the space charge. The thermionic electron emission affects
the dust floating potential to be positive when the dust tem-
perature increases to about 3000 K.8 For B, C, Mo, and W,
the thermionic electron emission markedly affects the dust
floating potential because the evaporation temperature of
these dusts is higher than 3000 K as described later. The
secondary electron emission is needed to be considered es-
pecially for Li and B, because these materials have very high
emission rates at relatively low incident electron energies.

B. Material functions and thermochemical
properties

The dynamics of dust particles composed of different
materials is affected by differences in material functions and
the thermochemical properties. Table II summarizes the ma-
terial functions for Li, Be, B, C, Fe, Mo, and W used in the
present calculation.52 We used available values of the func-
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tions for amorphous materials to describe dust properties, as
the scanning electron microscope �SEM� observations reveal
that the dust collected in fusion experiments has an amor-
phous structure.15 Note that materials in amorphous structure
have lower melting temperature, latent heat for melting.52 As
seen, lithium has the lowest atomic mass, melting tempera-
ture, latent heats of melting and evaporation, and work func-
tion among all materials in the table. On the contrary, tung-
sten has the highest atomic mass, melting temperature, and
latent heat of melting and evaporation. This apparently sug-
gests that dust particles composed of heavy materials have
the potential to survive longer in the tokamak plasmas. Car-
bon materials do not have a liquid phase, and thus the phase-
transition equation �3� is not solved for carbon dust particles.

Figure 1 shows the dependence of the specific-heat ca-
pacity per unit volume, �dcpd, on temperature in the range of
400–5000 K for different materials used in this paper. The
specific-heat capacity in J / �cm3 K� was calculated using the
temperature-dependent specific heat cpd in J/�mol K� ob-
tained from the JANAF thermochemical tables52 and the
temperature-dependent mass density, �d, of the correspond-
ing materials. The specific-heat capacity determines the heat-
ing rate and the range for temperature variation of dust par-

ticles embedded into plasma until evaporation. As seen in
Fig. 1, the heat capacity of Li is the lowest. On the contrary,
Be, B, and Fe have relatively higher values of capacitance
among the given materials at temperatures above 500 K,
while that of C is moderate. Therefore, the heating rates of
dust particles consisting of heavy materials are not always
lower than the rates for the lighter ones. Notice, dust par-
ticles with larger mass will experience slower acceleration by
plasma ions, so that heavy dust particles can more easily
attain the thermal equilibrium with local plasma heating and
charging.

Figure 2 displays the saturated vapor pressure as a func-
tion of temperature for the materials considered in the paper.
This pressure determines the temperature and the rate of
thermal sublimation/evaporation for dust particles.1,3 As can
be seen, it is considered that the evaporation temperature of
Li is the lowest and that of W is the highest. As is shown
later in this paper, the thermal evaporation/sublimation ap-
pears to be the dominant process for mass loss of dust par-
ticles. Therefore, the lower the saturated vapor pressure of
the material, the longer is the expected lifetime of a dust
particle comprised of this material.

TABLE II. Physical properties of different amorphous materials �Ref. 52�.

Element 3Li 4Be 5B 6C 26Fe 42Mo 74W

Atomic mass �amu� 6.49 9.01 10.81 12.01 55.85 95.94 183.85

Melting temperature �K� 453.5 1150 1750 – 1200 2150 2450

Latent heat for melting �eV� 0.031 0.161 0.507 – 0.097 0.43 0.486

Latent heat for evaporation �eV� 1.63 3.32 5.75 7.37a 4.28 6.81 8.81

Work function �eV� 2.38 3.92 4.50 4.71 4.31 4.30 4.54

aSublimation.

FIG. 1. Specific-heat capacity per unit volume of different amorphous
materials. FIG. 2. Saturated vapor pressure of different materials.
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III. DUST BEHAVIOR IN UNIFORM PLASMAS

A. Calculation conditions

In order to study the effect of the material functions on
dynamic behavior of test dust particles, we calculated tem-
poral variations in the dust temperature, potential, radius, and
velocity for different materials in the uniform plasma by us-
ing the modified DUSTT code. For this study, the values of
plasma parameters were selected as follows: Ti=Te, Ta

=0.3Ti, ne=ni=na, �E � =0, �g � =0, where Ti, Te, and Ta are,
respectively, the temperatures of ions, electrons, and neutral
atoms, and ni, ne, and na are the density of ions, electrons,
and neutral atoms, respectively. The background plasma is
assumed to be a deuterium plasma without any impurities. In
this case, we set �imp,in=0, which means that no deposition
occurs onto the dust during its travel in the plasma. The ion
flow velocity was set at 10% of the sound speed of ions, i.e.,

vi=0.1��Ti+Te� /mi, whereas dust particles were assumed
initially immobile in the laboratory system of coordinates.
Note that �i� the dust velocity, vd, in the equation of motion
�1� is in the laboratory frame, while the ion and neutral drag
forces depend on the relative dust-plasma velocity, and �ii�
the plasma particle and heat fluxes on dust surface are also
dependent on relative velocity. Therefore, in these calcula-
tions, the relative velocity between the dust and the plasma
varies in time according to the equation of motion. The shape
of the dust is assumed to be a sphere with the initial radius
rd0=1.0 �m. We used �if =1.0 and �af =1.0. The dust melting
temperature range �T in Eqs. �2� and �3� was set equal to
1.0 K. The dust dynamics equations �1�–�4� were solved by
the first-order explicit Euler method with automatic correc-
tions for time step. The calculations were terminated when
the dust radius has become less than 0.01 �m.

B. Temporal evolution of dust temperature and mass

Figures 3�a� and 3�b� show, respectively, the temporal
evolutions of the dust temperature and of the ratio of the dust
mass to the initial mass for different materials in the uniform
plasma with parameters, Te=Ti=10 eV, Ta=3.0 eV, ni=ne

=na=2.0�1013 cm−3, typical for tokamak edge. As seen,
one can distinguish the following four consecutive stages in
the dust temperature evolution: �i� initial ramp up in the dust
temperature; �ii� dust melting phase at constant temperature;
�iii� transition to the thermal equilibrium state; �iv� dust
evaporation at thermal equilibrium. Consider, for example,
the curves corresponding to the B dust. At the first stage, the
dust temperature increases gradually up to the melting point
in t=0.16 ms. At the second stage, from t=0.16 to 0.38 ms,

the dust temperature has a constant value at 1750 K corre-
sponding to the melting process of the amorphous boron.

From t=0.38 to 0.64 ms, during the third stage, the tem-
perature of the molten dust particle continues to increase.
The thermal radiation and other power losses by the dust
particle increase substantially reaching the input plasma
power level. At these stages, the mass of the B dust is prac-
tically not changed as seen in Fig. 3�b�. At the last stage,
which starts at about t=0.64 ms, the dust temperature attains
a constant value at about 3162 K that is an equilibrium tem-
perature determined by the energy balance mainly between
the output power flux due to evaporation and radiation and
the heating power flux onto the dust from the plasma. The
equilibrium becomes possible because input and output
power fluxes are both proportional to the dust surface area,
while the radius �and the mass� of the B dust decreases rap-
idly until complete evaporation at 5.3 ms as seen in Fig.
3�b�. Note that in the case of carbon dust, there is no melting
phase, and thereby stages �i� and �ii� are merged in the one
stage.

In Fig. 3, we compare the temporal evolutions of the
dust temperature and the dust mass for different materials. As
seen, the rate of the increase in dust temperature during the
ramp up stage of the Fe dust is the lowest among the mate-
rials of interest. Contrarily, the temperature of the Li dust
increases much faster in comparison with the other materials.
This difference in the temperature increase rate is attributed
mainly to the magnitude of the specific-heat capacity of the
corresponding materials �see Fig. 1�, because dust cooling
due to thermal radiation and ablation is negligible at this
phase. The dust temperature increase rate at the third stage is
also influenced by the specific-heat capacity per unit volume
�dcpd according to Eq. �2�. The Li dust has the lowest
specific-heat capacity, which causes the most rapid tempera-
ture increase. At the same time, the Fe dust has the highest
specific-heat capacity for temperatures 800–1700 K, which
causes the slowest temperature ramp up. Because of low
melting temperature, it takes only 0.017 ms for the ramp up
stage and about 0.42 ms for all four stages of temperature
evolution for the Li dust. In contrast, the evaporation of dust
particles made of other materials takes almost an order of
magnitude longer time. Notice that dust particles consisting
of materials that evaporate at the high equilibrium tempera-
tures �i.e., at temperatures when radiation power loss is sig-
nificant� exhibit a sharp increase in the temperature shortly
before the complete dust destruction, especially for C and W.
This final temperature rise is associated with a strong reduc-
tion of thermal radiation emissivity for small particles.3

FIG. 3. Temporal evolution of temperature �a� and mass
�b� of dust particles for the uniform plasma with param-
eters: Te=Ti=10 eV, Ta=3 eV, ne=ni=na=2
�1013 cm−3. Initial dust radius is 1.0 �m.
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The rate of the dust mass decrease at the fourth stage of
temperature evolution can be determined by the mass and
energy balance equations �2� and �4� rewritten as

dMd

dt
cpdTd + Mdcpd

dTd

dt
= 4�rd

2�qh − qrad�Td�

− �2kTd + Hv��evap�Td�� , �9�

dMd

dt
= − 4�rd

2mimp�evap�Td� , �10�

where qh= Ph / �4�rd
2� is the heating plasma power density per

unit area onto the dust particle, qrad= Prad / �4�rd
2� is the ther-

mal radiation cooling per unit area, Hv is the latent heat of
vaporization, and k is the Boltzmann constant. Here we ne-
glected with cooling mechanisms other than thermal radia-
tion and evaporation in Eq. �9� because the radiation and
evaporation terms are the dominant cooling processes during
evaporation. The equilibrium dust temperature Tevap estab-
lished at the evaporation process can be found from Eqs. �9�
and �10� and the equilibrium condition dTd /dt=0. Assuming
that the heating power is independent on the dust radius and
temperature, we get an algebraic equation to determine Tevap,

�Hv + �2k − mimpcpd�Tevap��evap�Tevap� = qh − qrad�Tevap� .

�11�

Note that �evap�Td� is linearly related with the saturated va-
por pressure.

From this consideration, the equilibrium temperature
Tevap is determined mainly by the saturated vapor pressure,
thermal radiation, and the latent heat for evaporation and the
heating power qh. The heating power qh depends on dust
materials if the background plasma is the same, because qh

depends on the floating potential of the dust and the relative
velocity between the plasma and the dust. The floating po-
tential of the dust is much influenced by the characteristics
on the electron emission of materials. For example, Li and B
have high rates of secondary electron emission at the lower
incident electron energy, which makes the dust potential
positive. The thermionic electron emission is the dominant
one for B, C, Mo, and W in order to make the dust potential
positive. The more positive potential causes the higher elec-
tron flux onto the dust, and then the higher heating power.3

Then, from Eqs. �10� and �11�, the rate of the dust mass
decrease can be written as follows:

1

Md0

dMd

dt
= −

4�rd
2mimp

Md0
�evap�Tevap�

= −
3mimp

�d0rd0
� rd

rd0
	2

�evap�Tevap�

= −
3mimp

�d0rd0
� rd

rd0
	2 qh − qrad�Tevap�

Hv + �2k − mimpcpd�Tevap
,

�12�

where Md0= 4
3�rd0

3 �d0 is the initial mass of the dust, and rd0

and �d0 are the initial dust radius and initial mass density,
respectively. As one may expect, the destruction rate directly
increases with the evaporation flux at the equilibrium tem-
perature �evap�Tevap�, which is proportional to the heating
power qh. The qh depends on the dust potential �see Ref. 3�.
Especially for C, Mo, and W, the dust potential changes from
negative to positive or zero due to thermionic electron emis-
sion because the evaporation temperatures for C, Mo, and W
are high �more than 3000 K�. It is noted again that this posi-
tive potential increases the heating power from the electron
flux remarkably.3

It also can be seen from Eq. �12� that the dust destruction
rate is higher when mimp/�d0 and mimpcpd are large and when
Hv is small. Note that qrad�Td� is an increasing function of Td.
A combination of these parameters for different materials
determines the dust lifetime in the plasma at the final stage of
temperature evolution.

Figures 4�a� and 4�b� indicate the calculated equilibrium
temperature Tevap and the lifetime of the dust particle versus
atomic mass. The initial dust radius rd0 is taken as a param-
eter. As seen, Tevap is practically independent of rd0 via Eq.
�11� for dust rd0100 nm. Note, however, that for smaller
particles the thermal radiation qrad depends on radius. In Fig.
4�a�, one can distinguish two characteristic curves of Tevap

for light elements of Li, Be, B, and C, and for heavy ele-
ments Fe, Mo, and W. The equilibrium temperatures Tevap for
the light elements increase with atomic mass. Another in-
creasing relation with atomic mass can also be found for
Tevap for heavy elements �such as Fe, Mo, and W� as seen in
Fig. 4�b�. However, the lifetime does not have a simple de-

FIG. 4. Equilibrium temperature �a� and lifetime �b� of
dust particles for the uniform plasma with parameters:
Te=Ti=10 eV, Ta=3 eV, ne=ni=na=2�1013 cm−3.
The initial dust radius rd0 is changed from 0.3 to
10 �m.
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pendence on the atomic mass. In this case, Fe has a longer
lifetime mainly because of its higher specific-heat capacity
and lower equilibrium temperature Tevap which causes small
ejected flux. At the same time, the lifetime of Mo is shorter
than those of Fe and W. This is because Mo has higher
ejected flux due to evaporation at its Tevap as described later.
In addition, the lifetime of all materials is in proportion to
the initial dust radius rd0. This is because the characteristic
time of the mass decrease is in proportion to
�d0rd0 / �mimp�evap�Tevap�� for rd /rd0=0.01 from Eq. �12�. The
Tevap is independent of rd0. Thus, the characteristic time of
the mass decrease, which determines the lifetime, is propor-
tional to �d0rd0 /mimp.

C. Mass loss processes for dust particles made
of different materials

To find the dominant processes of dust mass loss, we
calculated the fluxes ejected from the dust due to each of the
contributing processes: physical and chemical sputtering, ra-
diation enhanced, and thermal sublimation/evaporation. Fig-
ure 5 displays the ejected fluxes from the B dust versus the
dust temperature at the given plasma parameters, Te=Ti

=10 eV, Ta=3.0 eV, ni=ne=na=2.0�1013 cm−3, as an ex-
ample. In this figure, one can see that the chemical sputtering
by ions is the dominant process for the mass loss at dust
temperatures below 1000K in the considered plasma.

From 1000 to 2000 K, the physical sputtering is found to
be the main process for the mass loss, but the associated
sputtered flux is smaller than that at temperatures below
1000 K. The magnitude of the both ejected fluxes is less than
1018 cm−2 s−1 for the given background plasma conditions. In

the range from 2000 to 3200 K, the ejected flux drastically
increases with the dust temperature. Around this temperature,
the adatom sublimation and thermal evaporation occur. In
particular, the ejected flux due to the thermal evaporation
remarkably increases with the dust temperature, reaching the
1021 cm−2 s−1 level at 3000 K. As seen, the thermal evapora-
tion is the dominant process for mass loss of the dust in
plasma.

The similar picture of dust mass evolution was obtained
for other materials. Figure 6 shows the total ejected flux from
the dust particles of different materials in the temperature
range from 400 K to the equilibrium temperature Tevap cor-
responding to each material. As seen, for the B and C dusts,
the chemical sputtering plays an important role in the mass
reduction at low temperatures below 1000 K. The chemical
sputtering does not occur for the other materials �Li, Fe, Mo,
W�, as they do not produce molecules with deuterium. At the
same time, for any materials, the substantial ejected flux is
attributed mainly to the thermal evaporation/sublimation. It
should be noted that the largest points on each of the curves
in Fig. 6 indicate the flux ejected during the dust evaporation
phase for corresponding material. Comparing these points, it
can be seen that Li has the largest ejected flux during its
evaporation, while that of Fe is the least. The magnitude of
the ejected fluxes can explain the difference in the rate of
dust mass loss for different materials in Fig. 3�b�.

D. Lifetime of dust made of different materials

The lifetime is one of the most important characteristics
of dust particle dynamics in fusion plasmas. The lifetime
may depend strongly on many parameters describing �i� ma-
terial functions such as specific heat and saturated vapor
pressure, �ii� some complex dust-plasma interaction phenom-
ena leading to mass loss, and �iii� electron and radiation
emission properties; as has been described in the previous

FIG. 5. Ejected flux components from the boron dust. �cs−i is the flux due to
chemical sputtering with ions, �cs−a is the flux due to chemical sputtering
with neutral atoms, �ps−i is the flux due to physical sputtering with ions, �res

is the flux due to adatom sublimation, �evap is the flux due to thermal evapo-
ration, and �total is the total flux from dust. The uniform plasma parameters
are Te=Ti=10 eV, Ta=3 eV, ne=ni=na=2�1013 cm−3.

FIG. 6. Total ejected flux from dust made of various materials. Plasma
parameters are Te=Ti=10 eV, Ta=3 eV, ne=ni=na=2�1013 cm−3.
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section. The dust charge number or floating potential can
also affect the lifetime because they markedly influence the
ion and electron fluxes onto the dust, Pkin,i and Pkin,e. Here
we present the results of DUSTT calculations for the lifetime
of dust particles made of different materials in various uni-
form plasmas.

The lifetimes for Li, Be, C, Fe, Mo, and W dust particles
are displayed as functions of plasma density ne and tempera-
ture Te in Fig. 7 in panels �a�–�f�, respectively. The curves
are plotted for plasma density in the range of 1011–1014 cm−3

and for a set of different electron temperatures in the range
of 2–50 eV that are typical for tokamak edge plasmas. As
seen in all the panels, when Te and ne increase, the dust
lifetime monotonically decreases mainly because of the
greater energy flux onto the dust, which increases the dust
temperature and intensifies the dust ablation. For Li dust par-
ticles �panel �a��, the lifetime dependence on plasma density
can be well fitted by ne

−1 law at fixed Te. As follows from a
comparison of panels in Fig. 7, the lifetimes of Be, C, Fe,

Mo, and W dusts are much longer than the Li dust lifetime
for the same plasma parameters. For Be dust, one can fit the
lifetime dependencies on the plasma density by power law
ne

−�, where � is the positive number weakly dependent on Te

and whose best fit is �=1.26 for Te=10 eV. For other mate-
rials, C, Fe, Mo, and W, the lifetime curves are nonlinear
functions of both Te and ne. Particularly for C dust at Te

=10 eV, the lifetime sharply increases from 0.023 to 0.12 s
as the plasma density ne decreases a bit from 9.3�1012 to
8.7�1012 cm−3.

The lifetime of dust of different materials is plotted in
Fig. 8�a� as a function of plasma density ne in the back-
ground plasma with fixed temperature values: Ti=Te

=10 eV and Ta=3.0 eV. It is clearly seen from this figure
that the lifetime of Li is much shorter than lifetimes of other
materials at any ne. The presented dust materials have differ-
ent dependencies of their lifetime on plasma density. For
example, the lifetime of Mo and Be is relatively shorter in
the wide range of ne from 0.3�1013 to 2�1013 cm−3 than

FIG. 7. Lifetime of dust particles displayed for different
materials as functions of plasma density and tempera-
ture. Plasma parameters are Ti=Te, Ta=0.3Ti, ne=ni

=na. Initial dust radius is 1.0 �m.
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the lifetime of B, C, Fe, and W. This is because Mo and Be
have the higher evaporation fluxes as indicated in Fig. 6�a�
with respect to other materials. At ne1013 cm−3, the Fe dust
has the longest lifetime for the given Te. This can be attrib-
uted to the specific combination of its properties: high heat
capacity, relatively low evaporation flux, and relatively low
evaporation temperature. At the same time, at ne

�1013 cm−3, the lifetime of C and W dusts is longer than the
lifetime of the others. This is due to the fact that these ma-
terials have relatively small heat capacity and high sublima-
tion temperatures. In this case, dust particles attain lower
equilibrium temperature Tevap. This lower equilibrium tem-
perature reduces the evaporation flux according to the
temperature-dependent saturated vapor pressure, and reduces
the heating power related to the negative floating potential.
The combination of the above facts makes the lifetime of
dust strongly nonlinearly dependent on ne. Figure 8�b� shows
the dust lifetime for different materials in the higher tem-
perature plasma with Ti=Te=20 eV and Ta=6.0 eV. As seen,
in this case, the W dust has the longest lifetime for any ne. At
the same time, the B dust has the relatively short lifetime at
ne�1013 cm−3 compared to other materials except Li. So, the
lifetime is also strongly nonlinearly dependent on Te.

Figure 9 shows the dependencies of the lifetime of dust
of different materials on Te in a plasma with fixed ne=2
�1013 cm−3. Although the dependencies are generally de-
creasing with Te for all the materials, they have substantially
different behavior at low temperatures that depends on the
characteristics of sputtering processes. The lifetime of B, C,
Mo, and W dusts exhibits a very sharp increase at Te below
10 eV, while the plasma temperature dependencies for Li,
Be, and Fe dusts are more monotonic with moderately sharp
changes near the infliction points. The diversity in tempera-
ture dependencies causes the different materials to have the
longest lifetime in different ranges of Te. For example, with
increasing of Te from 10 to 20 eV, the Fe dust has the long-
est lifetime, then the W dust takes the lead from 20 to 50 eV
and competes closely with the B dust at the higher tempera-
tures. It is important to note that although there is the large
difference in the lifetime between the materials at low
plasma temperatures �Te�10 eV�, at higher plasma tempera-
tures the difference in lifetime does not exceed a few times
for all considered materials except for Li.

Note that Martin et al. had calculated in Ref. 53 the

lifetimes of C and W particles in the case of uniform plasma.
They indicated that the lifetime of the W dust was much
longer than the lifetime of the C dust in the Te range of
40–100 eV and ne=1013 cm−3. These results are different
from our results obtained with DUSTT code and presented in
Fig. 7. The difference is mainly because the authors of Ref.
53 neglected the secondary electron and thermionic electron
emission from the dust particles. The secondary and thermi-
onic electron emission efficiently reduces the negative float-
ing potential of dust particles in plasma and even makes it
positive, and then markedly increases the plasma heat flux
onto the dust surface. This effect drastically changes the dust
lifetime for materials with high evaporation/sublimation tem-
perature �such as C, Mo, and W� and, in our present calcu-
lation, the effect has strictly been taken into account. In ad-
dition, in our model both plasma particles and heat fluxes are
calculated self-consistently from the OML theory.3

FIG. 8. Lifetime of dust particles versus plasma density
at �a� Ti=Te=10 eV and Ta=3 eV, and �b� Ti=Te

=20 eV and Ta=6 eV for different materials. Initial
dust radius rd0 is 1.0 �m.

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of dust lifetime for different materials at
plasma density ni=ne=2�1013 cm−3. Plasma temperatures are Ti=Te, Ta

=0.3Ta. Initial dust radius rd0 is 1.0 �m.
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IV. DUST BEHAVIOR IN TOKAMAK PLASMAS

In order to study the dust dynamics for different materi-
als in tokamaks, we simulated the trajectories of dust par-
ticles in the typical L-mode plasma discharge on the DIII-D
tokamak �see Ref. 2 for discharge plasma profiles�, although
it is a carbon-based device. For this calculation, test dust
particles of various materials were injected from the strike
point on the outer divertor plate toward the core with an
initial velocity of 10 m/s. The initial radius of the dust par-
ticles was 1.0 �m. The injection direction was set by the
angle of 30° to the normal to the divertor plate surface and
45° to the toroidal direction. The profiles of plasma param-
eters for this DIII-D discharge were computed with plasma
transport code UEDGE. The dust collisions with plasma facing
material surfaces �divertor plates, chamber walls, limiters�
were treated as specular-diffusive reflection. The mirror re-
flection probability for a solid dust was set to 0.5, and that
for a molten dust was set to 0.25. The restitution
coefficients54 for a solid dust and a liquid dust were set to
0.85 and 0.15, respectively.

Figure 10 shows the simulated trajectories of the dust
particles of different materials in the poloidal cross section of
the DIII-D tokamak device �light elements Li, B, Be, and C
are shown in the left panel, whereas heavy elements Fe, Mo,
and W are shown in the right panel�. As seen, the light dust
particles of Li, B, Be, and C are very mobile, easily acceler-
ated by toroidal plasma flow, and experience multiple colli-
sions with the walls. Due to the fast acceleration and the wall
collisions, they travel long distances and spread over the di-
vertor region penetrating to the high-density plasma region
�we refer the reader to the detailed analysis of dust dynamics
in tokamaks given in Refs. 1–3 for carbon particles�. Con-
trarily, heavy dust particles of Mo and W are hardly acceler-
ated by plasma ions and slowly move along almost straight
trajectories, because of their large inertia. Due to moving
straight �and due to the choice of initial velocity direction
toward the plasma core�, these dust particles do not collide
with the chamber walls and evaporate when they reach a
nearest hot and dense plasma region. Such behavior causes
shorter travel lengths and less spreading of the Mo and W
particles in comparison with the light ones. The Fe dust dem-

onstrates the ability to accelerate due to the long lifetime and
the moderate weight.

Figure 11 demonstrates temporal evolution in tempera-
ture, mass, and velocity of the test dust particles made of
different materials during their motion in the DIII-D tokamak

FIG. 10. Examples of trajectories for
dust made of different materials calcu-
lated for DIII-D tokamak plasma.
Panel �a� displays trajectories of light
particles, whereas trajectories of heavy
particles are shown in panel �b�.

FIG. 11. Temporal variation of temperature �a�, mass �b�, and velocity �c� of
dust particles made of different materials in the DIII-D tokamak.
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plasma. The temperature of the dust particles increases
quickly as they start their motion at the strike point. After the
initial heating, the light particles show nonmonotonic tem-
perature variation in time as they enter or leave the cold
plasma regions near the wall due to the collisions. The heavy
dust particles have monotonically increasing temperatures
with a plateau during the melting process. Melting of the
light particles occurs during the initial heating stage at rela-
tively low temperatures. Note that the light particles are not
cooled enough during the dust motion to recrystallize. Fol-
lowing their temperature variation, the dust particles lost
their mass due to thermal evaporation, and also in wall col-
lisions as indicated in the middle panel of Fig. 11. Especially,
dusts in liquid phase markedly lose their mass by collision
with the wall, as for Li, Be, B, and Fe. Since C has no liquid
phase, it loses its mass mainly by thermal sublimation. In the
bottom panel of the figure, we can see the dust velocity evo-
lution during motion in the tokamak. As was shown previ-
ously, the dust is accelerated mainly due to the ion drag
force.1 As a result, light dust particles can be easily acceler-
ated to reach several hundred m/s in tokamaks. In contrast,
the heavy dust is almost not accelerated until its size is re-
duced significantly just before complete destruction.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The behavior of dust particles of different materials �Li,
Be, B, C, Fe, Mo, and W� in fusion plasmas was simulated
by the DUSTT code modified for a variety of materials. The
main modification was made to treat the phase transition
between solid and liquid states of the dust. The temperature-
dependent thermochemical, electric, and thermal radiation
properties and other physical functions of the materials were
also taken into the account.

The temporal evolution of the dust temperature and dust
mass was calculated for uniform plasma conditions. The four
stages of dust heating/evaporation were demonstrated, in-
cluding �i� initial temperature ramp up, �ii� melting, �iii� tran-
sition to thermal equilibrium, and �iv� evaporation at the
equilibrium temperature. It was shown that the dominant
process for reducing the mass of the dust is thermal
evaporation/sublimation, which depends on the saturated va-
por pressure at the thermal equilibrium temperature.

The lifetime of the dust was estimated for different ma-
terials as a function of plasma parameters. It was shown that
different materials may have the longest lifetime in different
ranges of plasma temperature and density. The presented re-
sults can be useful for estimates of penetration length of dust
particles made of different materials traveling in fusion
devices.

The dynamics of dust particles in nonuniform tokamak
plasmas was studied. The difference in the dynamics of par-
ticles made of light and heavy materials was demonstrated.
Comparing different dust trajectories, we found that C and
Fe dust particles can penetrate deeply into the tokamak
plasma. Especially among metallic particles, iron dust dem-
onstrates high mobility due to the long lifetime and the mod-
erate weight favorable for rapid acceleration by hydrogenic
plasma ions.

Future work will include the DUSTT code simulation and
analysis of statistically averaged profiles of dust parameters
in tokamak plasmas �see Refs. 2 and 3� for particles made of
different materials.
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